‘Ancestral Reverence’
Gene Key 32
Moving from Failure to Preservation to Veneration
The Shadow Human/Ego) level of this genetic code, is Failure. One of the greatest fears for humanity is
found in this shadow – the fear of Failure. This fear has a deep biological root since it is built into your very
DNA. Your individual fear of Failure is rooted in the collective fear of Failure to survive as a species.
Our collective fear of survival is almost entirely projected onto the amount of money we have. The fear
nd
of Failure as a feeling inside your physical body is intimately linked with money. The 32 Shadow
drives our modern society and keeps humans operating at a low level of frequency by means of th is fear.
Although the fear of this Shadow has its roots deep within the human immune system, it is the mind that
reacts to it and feeds of it. If you are not aware of the power of your mind, then your mind will run your life
which means fear will run your life. To raise your consciousness to the Gift level does not mean that fear will
disappear, but at that frequency you will no longer react to it.

Repressive Response: Fundamental

At this level there is an extreme form of conservatism - a fearful
nature that becomes extremely tight and rigid. There is no desire to connect with the wider world.

Reactive Response: Disjointed This is a state based on anger – the anger that there is nothing to support
you but yourself. People who live disjointed lives have cut themselves off from Source, with no real rhythm or purpose.

The Gift (Soul) level of this genetic code is Preservation The 32 Gift is not about self-preservation but is
about the Preservation of Life. The secret of this Gift is the instinctive ability to balance restraint (what to
nd
keep alive) and risk (what to change). The 32 Gift has the ability to assess the past, weeding out weaknesses
nd
and building upon strengths. As we move into the 32 Gift as a species, we will once again return to Nature.
Nature represents our roots and we, humanity, are the vibrant young shoot with its dreams of transcendence.
In listening to the great wisdom contained within our ancestral past we have an anchor on which to graft our
modern technological awareness. This fusion can bring true transcendence. If we cannot overcome our fear
of personal failure and selfishness we, humanity are all at risk. It is through the manifestation of the Gift of
nd
the 32 Gene that our Earth will be defended and Preserved.

The Siddhi (Source/Oneness) level of this genetic code is Veneration

Each of the 64 Gene Keys is
essentially a process in which fear or anger is progressively transformed by being put to use in the service of
nd
the totality. At a certain point, however the ancient genetic fears can be transcended altogether. The 32
Siddhi is the state of Veneration. It is all that remains when fear has burned away. Veneration is the state
that occurs when you see and know your place within the great Living chain of Life Veneration is about being
on a spiral ladder. You stand on the shoulders of those who have come before you and you allow those who
will go beyond you to stand upon your shoulders in turn. What you venerate is the chain itself as well as all
the beings above and below you. You realise that even the humblest insect is allowing you to stand upon the
shoulders of its consciousness. This gives rise to a fathomless feeling of reverence for all sentient life.
Veneration is rooted in respect, reverence and gratitude for all aspects and forms of the One consciousness
nd
behind creation. The more you contemplate the 32 Siddhi the more Veneration and reverence you will
inevitably feel for all Life – you will begin to smell the perfume of Divine Consciousness in all forms of Life.

Side Note: This Gene Key is one of two (28,32) in the Codon Ring known as the “The Ring of Illusion”.
There are 21 Codon Rings within the DNA. These rings are chemical chains that relay biological information
between each other in fractal manner. The body acts as a bio computer organizing multiple levels of
information. 20 amino acids are combined to create the chemistry needed to respond to the environment.

Physiology: Spleen

Amino Acid: Asparginic Acid
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